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Toyota, TRI-AD, and Tokio Marine & Nichido Fire Insurance  

to Establish Business Alliance to Develop Advanced Automated Driving Technology 
-Aiming to strengthen automated driving system safety and realize a society with zero traffic deaths and injuries- 

 

 
Toyota Motor Corporation (Toyota), Toyota Research Institute-Advanced Development, Inc. (TRI-AD), and 

Tokio Marine & Nichido Fire Insurance Co., Ltd. (Tokio Marine & Nichido) announce their agreement to establish 

a business alliance to develop advanced automated driving technology. Through this alliance, the three companies 

will strive toward achieving “freedom of movement for all” and a “society with zero casualties from traffic 

accidents.” 

 

Specifically, Toyota and TRI-AD will recreate actual traffic accident conditions or dangerous conditions that 

contribute to accidents in their automated driving simulation environment based on data provided by Tokio Marine 

& Nichido. This will enable Toyota and TRI-AD to conduct simulations and assessments in conditions that are closer 

to those of the real world, helping to enhance the safety of automated driving systems. Tokio Marine & Nichido will 

seek to develop an advance claims system to enhance swift claims payment in the future, using data provided by 

automated driving vehicles.  

Additionally, ALBERT, a data science company that offers optimized solutions in the field of big data analytics, 

will provide technical support for data analysis and other related activities.  

 

To develop advanced automated driving and safety technology, Toyota and TRI-AD utilize both artificial 

intelligence technology and real-world data to achieve accurate simulations. The ability to pinpoint the causes of 

traffic accidents and relevant data is extremely important for enhancing system capabilities. 

Tokio Marine & Nichido handles more than two million automobile accidents per year, and possesses knowledge 

on preventing and controlling damage costs in automobile accidents. It also retains data on circumstances, causes, 

and other information related to automobile accidents. Tokio Marine & Nichido considers it the company’s mission 

to contribute to a future autonomous mobility society, and has been participating in various automated driving road-

testing projects. Also, Tokio Marine & Nichido is the first in the industry to release the “Rider for Expenses for 

Saving Victims,” an additional automobile insurance clause to insure third party victims of automated driving vehicle 

accidents promptly, even when the responsibility of the driver or vehicle has not been determined.  

 

Through this alliance, Toyota, TRI-AD, and Tokio Marine & Nichido will work together to enhance efforts to 

improve safety and reliability for automated driving technology, utilizing knowledge and data obtained by Tokio 

Marine & Nichido from its claims and other services.  

Cross-sectoral partnerships are important for enhancing the development of automated driving technology. Toyota, 

TRI-AD, and Tokio Marine & Nichido will remain open to opportunities for further alliances in order to harness the 

power of artificial intelligence and other advanced technologies for realizing a society with safe, mobility for all.  

 
 

 


